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S0lMARY RECORD OF A MEETING BETWEEN ----l-*"".-u..--- -.----U--PE--P' 
THE CONCILIATION COMMIS$~ON AND THE -.-w--I- 

DELEGSTION OF THE HASHEMITE JORDAN KINGDOM' uy- -s 

held at Lausanne on Monday, 
2 May 1949, at LO:30 a.m4 

Present: Mr. Ethridge (U.S.Aa) - Chairman 
Mr. de Baisanger (France) 
Mr. Yalcin (Turkey) 

Mr. Azcarate - Principal Secretary 

H,E:,'Fawzi Pasha Mulki - Representatives of 
H.E. Riad el Mifleh the Hashemite Jordan 

Kingdom 

The CHAIRMAN welcomed the members of the Kashemite 

Jordan delegation in the name of the Commission. The delegation 

was already familiar with the work of the Commission and of the 
Jerusalem Committee. He hoped that the Lausanne meetings might 

produce full discussions of all questions still outstanding 

between the two parties and might constitute a further progress 

in the Middle East. The Commission would hold itself at the 

disposal of the Jordan delegation at all times; the delegation 
would be free to carry on exchanges of views with the Israeli 
delegationeither directly or through the Commission. 

FAWZI PASHA MULKI expressed the thanks of his delega- 

tion for the Commission's welcome. His delegation had come to 
Lausanne in a spirit of cooperation and good will; he assured 
the Chairman that he and his colleagues would not be found lacking 

in understanding. It was their sincere desire that the Lausanne 

talks should be fruitful and should lead to a successful solution 
of the Palestine problem as a whole. 

The CHAIRMAN expressed his appreciation of the attitude 

of the Jordan delegation. The delegation of Israel had given the 

same assurances to the Commission that it desired to achieve a 
peace settlement while in Lausanne and would work toward that and 

either directly or through the Commission. He hoped that in the 

course of future meetings the members of the Jordan delegation 



:  

would, open thePr minds freely to the Commission; he gave his 
assu?ance that their confidence would not be abused. 

FAWZI.PASKA. MULKI recalled that his Government had 
always maintained the most cordial. relations with the Commission+ 
His delegation would study with the greatest interest all prow 
posals made to :i$ with a view,to arriving at a satisfactory 
solution. 


